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Highlights

1. 基础模型：Transformer成为基础架构，走出NLP，走向计算机视觉领域、AI for Science 

(特别是结构生物学蛋白质和RNA结构预测)和人工智能生成内容AIGC。[技术膨胀期]

2. 生成式人工智能：Diffusion Models突飞猛进，匹敌GAN。[技术膨胀期]

3. 以数据为中心的人工智能：从模型为中心到数据为中心。[技术萌芽期]

4. 因果人工智能：因果关系与人工智能的结合。[技术萌芽期]

5. 复合型人工智能：“连接主义”(Connectionism) 与“符号主义” (Symbolism) 相结合。

[技术萌芽期]

6. NeuroAI：神经科学与人工智能交叉研究。[技术萌芽期]



人工智能技术演进状态



Foundation Models



Transformer: Attention is all you need

All but one author of the landmark paper that introduced transformer-based neural networks have left 

Google to build their own startups in AGI, conversational agents, AI-first biotech and blockchain.

Vaswani, et al (2017). "Attention is all you need." NeurIPS. (被引用次数：59638)



Transformer: LLM

Five years after the Transformer: 

GPT-3, PaLM, LaMDA, Gopher, OPT, BLOOM, GPT-Neo, Megatron-Turing NLG, GLM-

130B, ChatGPT, etc. all use the original attention layer in their transformers.



Transformer: Vision

• Google proposed the ViT (Vision Transformer) model, a convolution-free transformer architecture.

• ViTs benefit from scaling parameters and pre-training data. This helped ViT achieve 90.45% top-1 

accuracy on ImageNet, which was the SOTA until CoAtNet, an architecture combining self-attention 

and convolutions, dethroned it (90.88%).

• Many more Transformers perform well on other CV tasks: e.g. Segmenter (Image Segmentation), Swin-

Transformer (Object Detection).

Source: Dosovitskiy et al. (2021).



Transformer: Structural Biology

Models for proteins: 

Source: stateof.ai, 2022.



蛋白质的语言：From Amino Acids to Proteins  

A protein's biological function is determined by its three-

dimensional native structure, which is encoded by its amino 

acid sequence.

FIGURE. (A) Formula of the amino acid, (B) Ball and stick 

representation of an amino acid, (C) Poly-peptide chain with 

illustrating the torsion angles ψ and φ for each amino acid in 

chain, (D) Human hemoglobin, 1GZX, ball and chain

representation with an amino acid length of 141.

There are 20 types of amino acids commonly found in proteins.



Protein Backbone Geometry

DeepMind (Senior et al., 2020 [Deep CNN]; Jumper et al., 2021 [SE(3)-Transformer])

Every amino acid is modelled as 

a triangle, representing the three 

atoms of the backbone.

The easier (but still pretty hard) version of the protein structure prediction problem is to determine 

the protein backbone geometry.



AlphaFold 2

AlphaFold 2

Since its open sourcing, DeepMind’s AlphaFold 2 has been used in hundreds of research papers. The 

company has now deployed the system to predict the 3D structure of 200 million known proteins from 

plants, bacteria, animals and other organisms. The extent of the downstream breakthroughs enabled by 

this technology - ranging from drug discovery to basic science - will need a few years to materialize.

DeepMind (Senior et al., 2020 [Deep CNN]; Jumper et al., 2021 [SE(3)-Transformer])



Transformer: Coding



More: AIGC

Source: 启明创投



Foundation Models 

Foundation model can centralize the information from all the data from various modalities. 

This one model can then be adapted to a wide range of downstream tasks.

• Homogenization

• Emergence

Source: On the Opportunities and 

Risks of Foundation Models, 2022



Generative AI



生成式人工智能

Source: Lilian Weng’s Blog

(https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2021-07-11-diffusion-models/)

https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2021-07-11-diffusion-models/


Diffusion Models

Source: Croitoru et al. 2022, Diffusion Models in Vision: A Survey.



Diffusion Models

Many diffusion-based generative models have been proposed with similar ideas underneath, 

including

• diffusion probabilistic models (Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015)

• noise-conditioned score network (NCSN; Yang & Ermon, 2019)

• denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPM; Ho et al. 2020).

https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.03585
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.05600
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.11239


Diffusion Models

Source: Croitoru et al. 2022, Diffusion Models in Vision: A Survey.



Diffusion Models

Diffusion models are widely appreciated for the quality and diversity of the generated samples, 

but have high computational burdens, i.e. low speeds due to the high number of steps involved 

during sampling.



Diffusion Models: Improvement

Classification of Improved Diffusion Techniques

Source: Cao et al. 2022, A Survey 

on Generative Diffusion Model.



Diffusion Models: Applications

Classification of Diffusion-based model Applications

Source: Cao et al. 2022, A Survey 

on Generative Diffusion Model.



Text-to-Image Generation

典型应用(text-to-image generation): 

• DALL·E (Ramesh et al. 2021) -- OpenAI

[Transformer/GPT-3 + VAE Models]

• GLIDE (DALL·E 1.5) (Nichol, Dhariwal & Ramesh, et al. 2022) -- OpenAI

[CLIP guidance and classifier-free guidance + Diffusion Models]

• DALL·E 2 (unCLIP) (Ramesh et al. 2022) -- OpenAI

[CLIP + Diffusion Models]

• Imagen (Saharia et al. 2022) -- Google 

[Transformer/T5 + Diffusion Models]

• Stable Diffusion (Rombach et al. 2022) -- LMU, Runway and StabilityAI

[Transformer/CLIP text encoder + Diffusion Models]

Source: stateof.ai, 2022.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.12092
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10741
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.06125
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11487
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10752


CLIP: Text-Image Alignment



DALL·E 2/unCLIP: Architecture



DALL·E 2/unCLIP: Mathematics



DALL·E 2/unCLIP: Image Variations



DALL·E 2/unCLIP: Image Fusion  



DALL·E 2/unCLIP: Language-Guided Image Manipulation



Imagen

Imagen uses a large frozen T5-XXL encoder to 

encode the input text into embeddings. A conditional 

diffusion model maps the text embedding into a 

64×64 image. Imagen further utilizes text-conditional 

super-resolution diffusion models to upsample the 

image 64×64→256×256 and 256×256→1024×1024.



More: Text-to-Video Generation

• Video: Make-A-Video (Meta AI, Singer et al. (2022-09))

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.14792


More: 3D Generation

• DreamFusion: Text-to-3D using 2D Diffusion

(Google, Poole et al., (2022-09))

• GET3D: A Generative Model of High Quality 3D Textured Shapes Learned from Images

(NVIDIA, Gao et al., (2022-09))

• Magic3D: High-Resolution Text-to-3D Content Creation

(NVIDIA, Lin et al., (2022-11))

⬅ Results and applications of Magic3D. 

• Top: high-resolution text-to-3D generation. Magic3D can 

generate high-quality and high-resolution 3D models from text 

prompts. 

• Bottom: high-resolution prompt-based editing. Magic3D can edit 

3D models by fine-tuning with the diffusion prior using a 

different prompt. Taking the low-resolution 3D model as the 

input (left), Magic3D can modify different parts of the 3D model 

corresponding to different input text prompts. Together with 

various creative controls on the generated 3D models, Magic3D 

is a convenient tool for augmenting 3D content creation.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2209.14988.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2209.11163.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.10440.pdf


AIGC中不同内容进化路线

Source: 启明创投



Data-Centric AI



Data-Centric AI

Data-centric AI is in the “ideas and principles” phase.

AI research has been totally model-centric in nature! This is because the norm has been to produce 

challenging and big datasets which become widely accepted benchmarks to access performance on a 

problem. Then follows a race amongst academics to achieve state of the art on these benchmarks! 

Since, we have already fixed the state of dataset most of the research is channeled at model-centric 

approach. This creates a general impression in the community that model-centric approach is more 

promising.



Data-Centric AI

Think of a Data-Centric AI system as programming with focus on data instead of code.

Source: LandingAI, Andrew Ng 

https://landing.ai/data-centric-ai/



Data-Centric AI

• Model-centric AI:

➢ Treats the training data as exogenous from the machine-learning development process

➢ Focus on feature engineering, algorithm design, bespoke architecture design, etc.

• Data-centric AI:

➢ Data quality and quantity is increasingly the key to successful results.

➢ Spending time on labeling, managing, slicing, augmenting, and curating the data efficiently, with 

the model itself relatively more fixed.

➢ A programmatic process for labeling and iterating the data is the crucial determiner of progress.

➢ Treat subject-matter experts (SMEs) as integral to the development process, codified expert 

knowledge.



Data-Centric AI

Source: Andrew Ng



Data-Centric AI

Papers:

• Mariani et al. (2018). BAGAN: Data Augmentation with Balancing GAN.

• Cubuk et al. (2019). RandAugment: Practical automated data augmentation with a reduced search space.

• Long et al. (2018). Conditional Adversarial Domain Adaptation.

• Ratner et al. (2017). Learning to compose domain-specific transformations for data augmentation.

• Hendrycks et al. (2019). AugMix: A Simple Data Processing Method to Improve Robustness and Uncertainty.

• Cubuk et al. (2019). Autoaugment: Learning augmentation strategies from data.

• Lim et al. (2019). Fast autoaugment.

• Xie et al. (2019). Unsupervised data augmentation for consistency training

• Alexander et al. (2017). Learning to Compose Domain-Specific Transformations for Data Augmentation.

• Baran et al. (2019). Safe Augmentation: Learning Task-Specific Transformations from Data.

https://paperswithcode.com/task/data-augmentation/latest

https://paperswithcode.com/task/data-augmentation/latest


Causal AI



Causal AI

• 可解释性、可泛化、稳健性

• Graphical causal inference pioneered by Judea Pearl. (结构因果模型(SCM))

• Bernhard Schölkopf (2019). Causality for Machine Learning

• Bernhard Schölkopf, Francesco Locatello, Stefan Bauer, Nan Rosemary Ke, Nal Kalchbrenner, 

Anirudh Goyal, Yoshua Bengio (2021). Towards Causal Representation Learning. 

Judea Pearl Bernhard Schölkopf Yoshua Bengio



Level of Causal Modeling

• Level of causal modeling

Bernhard Schölkopf, Francesco Locatello, Stefan Bauer, Nan Rosemary Ke, Nal Kalchbrenner, Anirudh Goyal, 

Yoshua Bengio (2021). Towards Causal Representation Learning. 



From Statistics to Causality

The Reichenbach Principle: From Statistics to Causality.

Reichenbach clearly articulated the connection between causality and statistical 

dependence. 

Bernhard Schölkopf, Francesco Locatello, Stefan Bauer, Nan Rosemary Ke, Nal Kalchbrenner, Anirudh Goyal, 

Yoshua Bengio (2021). Towards Causal Representation Learning. 



Graphs as Joint Distribution Factorizations

Kaddour et al. (2022). Causal Machine Learning: A Survey and Open Problems.

This joint factorization is the product of all variables conditioned on their parents in the graph (if any). The 

core idea behind Bayesian Networks is to decompose a (potentially large) joint distribution p(x) into several 

small conditional ones according to the assumed DAG relations.

SCM:



Causal Structure Learning

Causal relations might be learned from observational, interventional data and domain 

knowledge when causal variables are observed.



Spurious Relationships due to Confounding

Without further knowledge about the data-generating process, a sophisticated ML model will likely 

rely on spurious associations in the training dataset, which may not occur anymore when the model 

is in production. Above figure illustrates how hidden confounding may harm classification models 

in a computer vision context.

Kaddour et al. (2022). Causal Machine Learning: A Survey and Open Problems.



Causal Representation Learning

A central problem for AI and causality is causal representation learning (the discovery of 

high-level causal variables from low level observations).

Kaddour et al. (2022). Causal Machine Learning: A Survey and Open Problems.



Causal Representation Learning

Bernhard Schölkopf, Francesco Locatello, Stefan Bauer, Nan Rosemary Ke, Nal Kalchbrenner, Anirudh Goyal, 

Yoshua Bengio (2021). Towards Causal Representation Learning. 



Causal Generative Modeling

X. Shen, F. Liu, H. Dong, Q. Lian, Z. Chen, and T. Zhang, “Disentangled generative causal 

representation learning,” arXiv preprint arXiv:2010.02637, 2020.

latent variable model



Future Research Within the Causal Framework

(1) Learning Non-Linear Causal Relations at Scale

I. understanding under which conditions non-linear causal relations can be learned.

II. which training frameworks allow to best exploit the scalability of machine learning approaches.

III. providing compelling evidence on the advantages over (noncausal) statistical representations in 

terms of generalization, repurposing, and transfer of causal modules on real-world tasks.

(2) Learning Causal Variables

I. Different high-level variables may be extracted depending on the task and affordances at hand. 

II. Understanding under which conditions causal variables can be recovered could provide insights 

into which interventions we are robust to in predictive tasks.

(3) Learning Causally Correct Models of the World and the Agent

I. The ability to derive abstract causal variables from high-dimensional, low-level pixel 

representations and then recover causal graphs is important for causal induction in real-world 

reinforcement learning settings.

II. building a causal description for both a model of the agent and the environment (world models) 

should be essential for robust and versatile model-based reinforcement learning

Bernhard Schölkopf, Francesco Locatello, Stefan Bauer, Nan Rosemary Ke, Nal Kalchbrenner, Anirudh Goyal, 

Yoshua Bengio (2021). Towards Causal Representation Learning. 



Composite AI



Logic Meets Learning

A symbolic approach is a top-down approach to AI programming. Symbolism AI models rely on 

mathematical mechanisms. It builds systems based on human knowledge and behavior. This approach 

relies on very human concepts such as relationships and the use of symbols to convey meaning.

The connectionist approach is a bottom-up approach. Instead of using abstract human concepts such as 

relationships as models, it models the processes of the human brain. Using artificial neural networks, 

connectionist models can mimic neurons and synapses. This enables Connectionism AI to process vast 

amounts of data and identify key patterns based on the strength of weighted connections.



Neuro and Symbolic AI

This is how Symbolic AI might define an Apple. 

Image Source: MIT-IBM Watson AI Lab



Neuro-Symbolic AI



Neuro-Symbolic Reasoning

Han et al. (2019). Visual Concept-Metaconcept Learning, NeurIPS. (MIT, IBM)

The model learns concepts and metaconcepts from images and two types of questions. The learned knowledge 

helps visual concept learning (generalizing to unseen visual concept compositions, or to concepts with limited 

visual data) and metaconcept generalization (generalizing to relations between unseen pairs of concepts.) 



Neuro-Symbolic Reasoning

Yi, K., Gan, C., Li, Y., Kohli, P., Wu, J., Torralba, A., & Tenenbaum, J. B. (2020). Clevrer: Collision 

events for video representation and reasoning. ICLR. (Harvard, MIT, IBM, DeepMind)



Neuro-Symbolic AI

Key research directions:

• Solving symbolic problems with deep learning

➢ term rewriting, planning, elementary algebra, logical deduction, rule learning

• Using symbolic knowledge bases and expressive metadata to improve deep learning systems

➢ used a knowledge base, a knowledge graph or other structured background knowledge, that adds 

further information or context to the data or system, to improve deep learning system 

performances, or improve zero-shot learning

• Explainability through background knowledge

• Complex problem solving through coupling of deep learning and symbolic components

➢ Coupled neuro-symbolic systems 

➢ Coupling may be through different methods, including the calling of deep learning systems 

within a symbolic algorithm, or the acquisition of symbolic rules during training.

Hitzler et al. (2022). Neuro-symbolic approaches in artificial intelligence. National Science Review.
Garcez et al. (2022). Neural-symbolic learning and reasoning: A survey and interpretation. Neuro-

Symbolic Artificial Intelligence: The State of the Art, 342, 1.



NeuroAI



NeuroAI

NeuroAI是神经科学和人工智能交叉领域。

识别和理解生物智能原理，并将其抽象出来用于计算机和机器人系统。

Shared characteristics:

• Interacting with the world

• Flexibility of animal behavior

• Energy efficiency

The basic ingredients of intelligence: adaptability, flexibility, and the ability to make general inferences 

from sparse observations.

Zador et al. (2022). Toward Next-Generation Artificial Intelligence: Catalyzing the NeuroAI Revolution. 

ArXiv 2022-10.
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